7. The length of the standard genomes (measured by sizing of restriction fragments) varied by up to 450 bp, as described by L. D. Densmore, J. W. Wright, W. M. Brown, Genetics 110, 689 (1985) . The region containing continuous length variation (CV) was duplicated in L and L* (Fig. 2) . The novel Brown, unpublished data). Methods for restriction endonuclease analysis are given in Densmore et al. endonuclease analysis are given in Densmore et al. The path of an object in apparent motion depends on correspondence matching, the decision that images seen at different places and at different times represent the same object. One determinant of correspondence is proximity. Still debated, however, is whether proximity is defined in a two-or three-dimensional spatial representation. Observers judged the motion path taken by an object with two neighbors of different apparent depth. Given similar two-dimensional distances, objects moved toward the neighbor of the same apparent depth. This is evidence that correspondence operates in a three-dimensional spatial representation.
The path of an object in apparent motion depends on correspondence matching, the decision that images seen at different places and at different times represent the same object. One determinant of correspondence is proximity. Still debated, however, is whether proximity is defined in a two-or three-dimensional spatial representation. Observers judged the motion path taken by an object with two neighbors of different apparent depth. Given similar two-dimensional distances, objects moved toward the neighbor of the same apparent depth. This is evidence that correspondence operates in a three-dimensional spatial representation.
V IEWING A SEQUENCE OF STATIC pictures, or "frames," may produce a compelling experience of apparent motion. This apparent motion requires the matching of images seen at different places and at different times. If each frame contains multiple images, the visual system is confronted with a problem; each image in one frame has several potential matches in the next. How does the visual system decide which images correspond and represent the same object? The solution to this "correspondence problem" lies in the application of two heuristics: (i) match images of similar form and (ii) match images that are nearest neighbors in space. Although it has proven difficult to determine the relevant form properties (1) , recent studies have demonstrated preferential matching between objects of similar orientation (2, 3), spatial frequency (2), luminance polarity (4), and color (4).
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V IEWING A SEQUENCE OF STATIC pictures, or "frames," may produce a compelling experience of apparent motion. This apparent motion requires the matching of images seen at different places and at different times. If each frame contains multiple images, the visual system is confronted with a problem; each image in one frame has several potential matches in the next. How does the visual system decide which images correspond and represent the same object? The solution to this "correspondence problem" lies in the application of two heuristics: (i) match images of similar form and (ii) match images that are nearest neighbors in space. Although it has proven difficult to determine the relevant form properties (1) , recent studies have demonstrated preferential matching between objects of similar orientation (2, 3), spatial frequency (2), luminance polarity (4), and color (4). 26 SEPTEMBER 1986 Several studies (5, 6) have also demonstrated the importance of proximity. Given a choice of several alternatives, objects tend to match their nearest neighbor. A remaining We tested an experienced (J.V.O.) and an experimentally naive (K.C.) observer. Direction of rotation and frame duration were randomized across trials, and disparity (9) was varied between blocks. After each frame sequence, observers made a forced-choice decision about direction of apparent motion. Large disparities produced motion toward the neighbor in the same depth plane ( Fig. 3A ) (10) . Decreasing disparity reduced the preference, and at zero disparity, when there were two equidistant neighbors, direction of motion was totally ambiguous.
Similar results were obtained with the disks arrayed on circles with larger (2.5?) and smaller (1.2?) radii.
The generality of our initial experiment was limited in two ways. (i) Unlike most objects in the real world, our test images were cyclopean, that is, invisible when A control experiment ensured that observers had not used monocular motion cues to discriminate direction. Braddick (11) has shown that monocular presentation of stereograms may give rise to a "short-range" motion percept. Although they reported judging the motion of solid disks of differing depth, our observers were retested with one eye occluded. Cyclopean disks created a torus of incoherent motion, whereas dark gray disks produced flicker. In neither case were observers able to perform at better than chance levels. This result indicates that the step sizes used in the experiment stimulated only a long-range motion process.
These results suggested that correspondence matching occurs in a spatial representation where proximities are determined tridimensionally. If so, it should be possible to trade distances in the frontal and depth planes. We tested this supposition by repeating our experiment with greater rotation angles. Suppose that images rotate clockwise by slightly more than 45?. Each object will have a single nearest neighbor in the x-y plane. However, this neighbor will be at a different disparity and lie in the "backward" counterclockwise direction. Therefore, 2-D matching predicts that clockwise rotations with angles greater than 45? should produce counterclockwise rotation. If matching occurs in 3-D space, the x-y plane proximities must overcome the additional distance created by the differences in depth. As a result, rotations slightly greater than 45? should still produce "forward" clockwise motion. At a sufficiently large rotation, however, distances between images in different planes become smaller, and "backward" motion should be seen. The angle at which backward motion occurs should depend on the size of the disparity; for larger disparities, there are greater distances in the z direction to overcome. Larger rotation angles should be needed to produce backward motion.
We tested these predictions with an experiment in which both rotation angle and disparity were randomized across trials. The disks were dark gray, the radius of the imaginary circle was 1.4?, and duration was 137 msec. Figure 3B shows that forward motion was still the dominant percept for rotation angles slightly greater than 45?. At sufficiently large rotations, however, backward motion, accompanied by a movement in depth, became more frequent. Our results also confirm the prediction that larger disparities require a greater rotation angle before backward motion is seen.
Disparity is only one of many possible depth cues, and we do not know whether monocular depth cues would also produce matching based on 3-D proximities. Our display probably produced long-range motion, which is thought to occur at a relatively advanced stage of perceptual processing (11, 12) . Disparity cues, in contrast, are presumably used at an early level of the visual system. This particular situation may have favored the use of a 3-D spatial representation in matching. However, our results are consistent with data from other studies in the optimal interval between frames is greater for objects when they appear to lie at different depths (13) , and minimum frame duration for equal angular rotations in the frontal and depth planes is similar (14) . It therefore seems likely that both monocular and disparity cues can be used to compute 3-D proximity.
Our results suggest that correspondence matching makes use of a 3-D spatial representation and that depth, or at least disparity, must be determined before motion matching is performed. This conclusion seems to hold for computer as well as biological vision. Correspondence-matching algorithms can also be improved by using disparity to assign depth (15) . which monocular depth cues were used to compare 2-D and 3-D metrics. For example, the optimal interval between frames is greater for objects when they appear to lie at different depths (13) , and minimum frame duration for equal angular rotations in the frontal and depth planes is similar (14) . It therefore seems likely that both monocular and disparity cues can be used to compute 3-D proximity.
Our results suggest that correspondence matching makes use of a 3-D spatial representation and that depth, or at least disparity, must be determined before motion matching is performed. This conclusion seems to hold for computer as well as biological vision. Correspondence-matching algorithms can also be improved by using disparity to assign depth (15 The authors' apparent assumption that the fine details in the EEL images reflect the high-resolution structure of the native nucleosome seems unwarranted in view of the very large electron dose required to obtain them-1000 electrons per square angstrom.
Loss of high-resolution order has been demonstrated most precisely for crystalline specimens, where doses of one to ten electrons per square angstrom cause fading and loss of the diffraction pattern (2) . This may only show loss of long-range order, but higher resolution has not been convincingly demonstrated for single protein molecules (3) . Perhaps the greatest effect of radiation damage is the loss of 50% of the mass of biological macromolecules, which occurs at a dose of 100 electrons per square ang- The authors' apparent assumption that the fine details in the EEL images reflect the high-resolution structure of the native nucleosome seems unwarranted in view of the very large electron dose required to obtain them-1000 electrons per square angstrom.
Loss of high-resolution order has been demonstrated most precisely for crystalline specimens, where doses of one to ten electrons per square angstrom cause fading and loss of the diffraction pattern (2) . This may only show loss of long-range order, but higher resolution has not been convincingly demonstrated for single protein molecules (3) .
Perhaps the greatest effect of radiation damage is the loss of 50% of the mass of biological macromolecules, which occurs at a dose of 100 electrons per square ang- The authors' apparent assumption that the fine details in the EEL images reflect the high-resolution structure of the native nucleosome seems unwarranted in view of the very large electron dose required to obtain them-1000 electrons per square angstrom.
Perhaps the greatest effect of radiation damage is the loss of 50% of the mass of biological macromolecules, which occurs at a dose of 100 electrons per square angstrom. This has been demonstrated for a variety of model systems (4) and would mean that 50% of the organic matter (and an undetermined amount of the phosphorus) in the nucleosomes had been blasted away before the image recording could be completed. It is not clear how the residue from such an incineration could reorganize into a skeleton that retains the high-resolution structure of the protein and DNA.
If Finally, other work on EEL imaging suggests that some fraction, perhaps large, of the detail in Ottensmeyer's images may be amplitude contrast (5) . One must be concerned, therefore, that the contrast reflects primarily the mass density and granularity of the specimen and carbon film, with phosphorus making only a small contribution.
